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Abstract. In this paper the kinetics of excitation, quenching, a d absorption i  an 
e-beam pumped KrF laser is discussed. It is argued that under usual experimental con- 
ditions the steady-state approximation can be applied. For that case a comprehensive 
kinetic model can be treated analytically. The model simulates quite well the exper- 
imental results obtained so far. It predicts the maximum performance conditions, 
limiting behaviour, and scaring properties ofe-beam pumped KrF lasers. 
1. Introduction 
Rare-gas fluoride exciplexes (KrF*, XeF*, and ArF*) are used as active media 
to obtain the most powerful and efficient UV lasers to date. An output 
energy of 24 Joule/liter has been obtained with KrF* at an efficiency of 
about 8 percent [10]. The exciplexes can be produced in a gas mixture con- 
taining the rare gas, fluorine and a buffer gas. The excitation is achieved by 
irradiation with a relativistic electron beam, an electron beam controlled is- 
charge or an UV preionized ischarge. The best results are obtained by pure 
electron-beam excitation. The usual gas mixture for an electron-beam 
pumped KrF laser is 2-6Torr  F2,100-200Torr  Kr and 2-4arm. Ar. The 
lasing species, KrF*, is mainly formed from ions in the reaction 
Kr ÷ + F- -+ KrF*. 
The krypton ions are either produced directly by the interaction of the 
electron beam with Kr or at the end of a reaction chain starting from ionized 
argon. The secondary electrons from the ionization process undergo easily 
dissociative attachment with F 2 to form F- ions. 
Although there is in principle also a 'neutral channel', starting with met- 
astable atoms to form KrF*, this channel is not important, because only a 
fraction (15-20%) of the electron energy is used to produce metastable 
states. Moreover, the sequence reactions in the neutral channel are relatively 
slower than those With ions, so that an even smaller part of the electron 
energy goes through the neutral channel. Numerical calculations show that 
for an electron beam pumped system the formation kinetics in the case of 
short pulses (25-50 ns) goes for mere than 90% through the ion channel. 
Therefore we consider only the ion channel. The kinetic of the KrF* is 
characterized by a chain of many chemical reactions. The most important 
reactions and rate constants have been extensively studied in the past and 
are described in literature [6, 7, 13]. In the following we shall use the knowl- 
edge of these reactions to describe a model that includes the most important 
kinetic processes in the laser mechanism. It will be argued that under the 
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Table 1. Dominant formation rate constants 
Reaction Reaction constant Reference 
AS• + 2AS -* AS~ + AS kl -~ 2.5 x 10 TM cm « S -1 [2] 
AS~+Kr ~ Kr ÷+2As  k 2 = 7.5X 10 -1°cm 3S -1 [8] 
Kr ÷+F-  ~ KrF* k 3 = 3X 10 -6 cm 3S -1 [5] 
AS÷ + F- ~ ArF* k' 3 = 3 X 10 -« cm 3 S -1 [5] 
ASt+F-  ~ ArF*+AS k~ = 3X 10 -6 cm »S -a [5] 
Kr + + Kr + AS ~ Kr~ + Ar kl0 = 2.5 X 10 -»1 cm 6 S -1 [9] 
Kr~ + F - -~KrF*  +Kr  k~' = 3X 10 -6 cm 3 S -~ [5] 
ASF* + 2At ~ AS2F* + Ar kl» = 5 × 10 -»: cm « S -1 [7] 
ArF* + Kr ~ KrF* + AS kll = 3 X 10 -1° cm a S -1 [9] 
ASF* + F 2 ~ AS + F + F 2 k 8 = 1.9 X 10 -9 cm » S -1 [12] 
KrF*+AS ~ Kr+Ar+F k 4 = 1.8× 10 -12 cm »S -1 [4] 
K rF*+2AS ~ ASKrF* +AS k 5 = 8X 10 -»2 cm ~S -a [9] 
KrF* + AS + Kr ~ Kr2F* + AS k 6 = 6.5 X 10 TM cm « S -1 [9] 
K rF*+F 2 ~ Kr+F+F 2 k~ = 5.2X 10 -1° cm »S -a [4] 
K rF*+e ~ products c~ = 2X 10 -Tcm » S -a [15] 
ASF* +e ~ products a = 2X 10 -Tcm »S -1 [15] 
AS~F* + Kr ~ ASKrF* + As k14 : 1 X 10 -1° cm » S -1 [7] 
As2F* + F 2 ~ 2At + F + F 2 k 9 = 1 X 10 -9 cm » S -I [7] 
AsKrF* + Kr ~ Kr2F* + Ar k17 = 2 X 10 -11 cm » S -1 [9] 
AsKrF* + Kr ~ As:F* + Kr k18 = 2 × 10 -la cm » S -1 [9] 
Kr2F* +2A ~ 2Kr+F+2A k19= l× 10 -3»cm 6S -1 [1] 
Kr2F* +F  2 ~ 2Kr+F+F 2 k2o= l× 10 -9cm »S -I [7] 
F:  +e  ~ F -+F  ~ = 2X 10 -9 cm »S -I [9] 
usual  exper imenta l  cond i t ions  a s teady-state  mode l  can be der ived.  Wi th  such 
a mode l  an analyt ic  so lu t ion  o f  the rate equat ions  is obta ined .  The depen-  
dence o f  the  rad iat ion product ion  on the basic processes  in the k inet ic  chain 
is obta ined  änd the cond i t ions  for opt imum per fo rmance  o f  the  laser sys tem 
can be pred ic ted .  F inaUy, we shall discuss the re lat ion between the mode l  and 
exper imenta l  results obta ined  so far w i th  h igh-power  systems.  
2. K inet ics  
The k inet ics  o f  the  KrF  laser is in i t iated by the e lec t ron-beam in teract ion  
w i th  a gas mix ture  o f  Ar ,  Kr ,  and F2.  The in teract ion  is compl i ca ted  and 
many new species are fo rmed.  The most  impor tant  react ions  and rate co- 
ef f ic ients  are l isted in Tables 1 and 2. A f low diagram o f  the  k inet ics  is shown 
in F igure 1. 
The t ransfer  o f  e lec t ron  energy to the argon gas is p ropor t iona l  to the 
dens i ty  [Ar ] ,  so that  the  ion -product ion  rate can be wr i t ten  as P [Ar ] ,  where  
P ,  depend ing  on cur rent  dens i ty  and energy,  is the  average ion izat ion  rate o f  
an argon a tom.  There  is also some product ion  o f  Ar  ÷ by  the int racavi ty  
rad iat ion absorpt ion  process  o f  Ar~. On  the o ther  hand,  ions are lost  by  
col l is ion w i th  argon to fo rm Ar~ and by  col l is ion w i th  F -  to fo rm ArF* .  We 
obta in  the  foUowing rate equat ion :  
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Table 2. Dominant radiation interaction 
Reaction Cross-section/Time constant Reference 
KrF* + hv -+ Kr + F + 2hv a s = 2.4 X 10 -16 cm 2 [7], [14] 
Ar~+hu -+ Ar ++At  % = 1.5 X 10 -17cm 2 [8] 
Kr~+hv -+ Kr ++Kr  a= = 1.5X 10 -17cm 2 [7] , [14]  
Kr=F* +hv --, products % = 5 X 10 -1~ cm = [7] 
F~ +hv -+ 2F a 4 = 1.5X 10 -2°cm 2 [8] 
F -+hv  -+ F+e a 5 = 5.6X 10 -18cm 2 [8] 
KrF* -+ Kr + F + hv r I = 6 X 10 -9 see [7], [14] 
ArF* -+ Ar + F + hv r= = 4 X 10 -9 sec [3] 
Ar=F* -+ 2Ar+F+hv r 3 = 5X 10-9 sec [7] 
ArKrF* + Ar+Kr+F+hv r 4 = 2X 10 -8 sec [7] 
Kr2F* + 2Kr+F+hv % = 1.5× 10 -8 sec [7] 
V5 
e- 
~ ~  2At v< 
+K,~r IF- ..~+~r K, 
Figure 1. Flow diagram representing the most important kinetics of an e-beam pumped 
KrF laser 
d[Ar +1 
- P [Ar ]  + a l  [Ar~] I - -  k l  [Ar +] [Ar] 2 - -k~ [Ar +] [F - ] ,  
dt  (1) 
where  kx is the fo rmat ion  constant  o f  mo lecu lar  argon ions,  aa the absorp-  
t ion  cross-sect ion,  and k~ the fo rmat ion  constant  for  ArF* .  
The  main  processes  u f fered by the  molecu lar  argon ions are the ion izat ion  
o f  k rypton ,  w i th  a rate constant  k2,  the  fo rmat ion  o f  ArF* ,  w i th  a rate 
constänt  k~,  and the photoabsorpt ion  by  the int racav i ty  rad iat ion  field 
(c ross -sect ion  O"1 ): 
d[Ar2]  
- kl [Ar +] [nr] 2 _ aa [Ar~] I - -k~ [Kr] [Ar~] 
dt  
- k; [Ar~'l [F-] .  (2) 
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The rate equation for Kr + contains the direct production by the electron 
beam and the formation by Ar~. The ions form KrF* by the Coulomb inter- 
action with F-. Further some ions produce Kr~ in coUisions with Ar and Kr. 
The rate constants are respectively k3 and klo : 
d[Kr ÷] 
= 2P[Kr] + k2 [Ar~] [Kr] -- k3 [Kr +] [F-] 
dt 
-- k,o [Kr ÷] [Kr] [Ar]. (3) 
The ionization rate per Kr atom is about twice that for Ar, hence the factor 
2 in the first term. 
The formed Kr~ species have also Coulomb interaction with F- to create 
KrF* with rate constant kä. There is also absorption by the radiation (cross- 
section a2): 
d[Kr~] 
- k,0 [Kr÷l [Kr] [Ar] --k~'[Kr~] [F-] -- 02 [Kr~]I. (4) 
dt 
The ArF* species form KrF* in a replacement reaction with Kr with a rate 
constant ku.  Further, ArF* is lost by three body collisions with Ar to 
produce Ar2F* with a rate constant kla, by quenching in collisions with 
F2 (rate constant k8) and electrons (density [n] and rate constant a), and 
through radiative decay (time constant r2): 
d [ArF*] 
dt 
- kä [Ar +] [F-] + kä [Ar~] [F-] -- kn [ArF*] [Kr] 
--a[ArF*] [nj + 
--kl3 [ArF*] [At] 2 _k8 [ArF*] [F21 1__  [ArF*]. 
T2 
(s) 
The lasin8 species KrF* formed in the above mentioned processes are 
balanced by the process of stimulated emission, with cross-section %, 
quenching by electrons, two and three body coUisions with Ar, Kr, and F2, 
and by radiative decay with time constant rl : 
d [KrF*] 
- k» [Kr ÷] [F-] + k~' [Kr~] [F-] + kll [ArF*] [Kr] + 
dt 
- -  (%I  + Q1) [KrF*], (6) 
where 
1 
Q1 ----" f r [n ]  4- k 4 [Ar] 4- ks [Ar] 2 4- k 6 [Nr] [Ar] + k7 [F2] + -- 
Tl 
(7) 
is the parameter describing quenching and radiative decay. 
The Ar2 F* species are quenched by Kr, Ar, and F 2 and have a radiative 
decay time of T3 sec: 
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d [Ar 2 F* ] 
dt 
- k~a [ArF*] [Ar] 2 + klS [ArKrF*] [Ar] + 
--(k14[Kr] +k9[F21 +1) [Ar2F* ] .  (8) 
The ArKrF* species formed in collisions of At2 F* and KrF* with Kr and Ar 
are also quenched in coUisions with Kr and Ar to produce Kr2 F* (rate con- 
stant k17) and Ar2F* (rate constant k~8). Further there is radiative decay 
with a time constant r4 : 
d 
dt [ArKrF*] = kl4 [Ar2F*] [Krl + ks [KrF*] [Arl 2 + 
- ka7 [ArKrF*] [Kr] -- k18 [ArKrF*] [At] + 
1 
- - - -  [ArKrF*]; 
T4 
(9) 
d 
dt [Kr2 F*] = k 6 [KrF*] [Ar] [Kr] + k17 [ArKrF*] [Krl + 
- -  ]£19 [Nr 2 F*] [Ar] 2 -- k=0 [Kr2 F*] [F 2 ] + 
1 
- - - -  [Kr2F] -- es [Kr2F*]I. (10) 
In the discharge medium we assume neutrality. The dominant loss of 
secondary electrons is rapid dissociative attachment with F2 with rate 
constant/3, resulting in F- formation. So we can write for the electron density: 
d[n..J_ = P[A + 2K] --/3 [n] [F2], (11) 
dt 
where the electron density is given by 
[n] = [At +] + [Ar~] + [Kr ÷] + [Kr~] -- [F-I. (12) 
The radiation field within the cavity is mainly subjected to stimulated 
emission, outcoupling, and absorption by Ar~, Kr~, F-, Kr2F* and F2. We 
obtain the following equation for the photon density flux: 
l d I  
c dt %I[KrF*] 3'1-- OxI[Ar~] -- o2I[Kr~] -- oaI[Kr2 F*], 
(13) 
where 
7 -=70+%.  
70 = (--In R)/2L is the well-known outcoupling factor for a cavity having a 
value R for the product of the reflectivities of the mirrors separated at a 
distance L, 
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Figure 2. The time behaviour of a current pulse of about 50 nsec (solid line) and the 
corresponding laser output pulse (broken line) 
3'a = oF- [F-] + aF~ [F2 ] (14) 
being the absorption Ioss by the fluorine ions and molecules. 
The absorption of F- and F 2 turns out to be very small compared to those 
of Ar~ and Kr~. Moreover, the calculations how that F- is practically 
independent of the excitation parameter P. For these reasons we take the 
Iosses due to F- and F2 and the outcoupling together. 
For the laser parameters used in the range of maximum operation perfor- 
mance it is found that the time constants for the species and the output 
power following the excitation pulse is in the order of a few nanoseconds. 
This is found by a numerical evaluation of the above equations, but also from 
experiments. In fact, we observed that the radiation pulse follows rather 
accurately the shape of the excitation pulse (Figure 2). This means that for an 
excitation process during a time larger than those time constants the laser 
process can be considered quasi-stationary. The stationary process yields the 
great advantage of an analytic treatment of the complicated kinetics of this 
laser process. This allows us to determine directly the effects of the partial 
pressure of gas components, excitation density and cavity on the various 
formation, quenching and absorption processes. In this way optimum per- 
formance conditions are easily obtained. 
3. Quasi-stationary solution of the rate equations 
Adding equation (1) to (6)we obtain for the stationary state: 
P{2 [Kr]  ~- [Ar ]  } - -  [AJ~Fge] I/'~13 [Ar]  2 ~- ]1~8 [F2 ] '~ 1 ~- °L [g/] 1 -~ ~ /'2 
--Io2 [Kr~] = ( lo  s + Q1)[KrF*]. 
From the radiation equation for the cavity (12) we obtäin: 
[KrF*] = --  + ol [Ar~] + a2 [Kr~] + e3[Kr2 F*] . 
(7 s 
(15) 
(16) 
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Substituting (16) into (15) we finally obtain: 
w/P = 
T{[Ar] + 2 [Kr] -Q2 [ArF*]e -1 -Q1 o2~(~ + ol [Ar;l P-a + o~ [Krl] P-~ + o3 [Kr2F*]P-~)} 
+ o, [Ar~] P-I + 202 [Kr~] P-' + o3 [KrF*]P -1 
(17) 
where It/= 3'I is the production rate of photons per unit volume, ~ = 7IP, and 
1 
Q2 = kl»[Ar] 2 +k~[F2] +a[n]  +- -  (18) 
T2 
is the quenching parameter of ArF*. 
From equation (17) we can calculate W/P as a function of P/7 with the gas 
densities as parameters. Then we find W/P to depend strongly on the densities 
of Ar and Kr but little on F2, if we substitute for F2 the usual experimental 
pressures of a few Torr. Therefore we have kept F2 constant and equal to 
1017 cm -3" 
We also calculated the maximum produced photons per excitation or the 
maximum values of W/P as a function of P/7 together with the corresponding 
densities of Ar and Kr. In Figure 3 the maximum values of W/P are plotted 
versus P/7 with P as parameter. It is seen that the output has a maximum 
for P/7, but its dependence on P/7 is only significant for low pumping rates 
or high outcoupling. The corresponding densities of Ar and Kr for which 
the maxima re obtained are plotted in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. 
The most important species Ar +, Ar~, Kr +, Kr~, F- and n (electron density) 
formed in the laser mixture under the maximum output conditions are 
plotted in Figures 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 respectively, again versusP/'¥ withP 
as parameter. The corresponding Ar and Kr densities are those indicated in 
Figures 4 and 5 respectively. 
We define the efficiency of the laser process as 
W 
r/ = ~([Ar]  +2[Kr ] )  (19) 
being the ratio of the photon density rate and the excitation rate density. In
other words the efficiency describes the change that an atom ionized by the 
fast electrons leads to the production of a photon that is coupled out. This is 
not exactly true because W includes both the outcoupled photons and those 
absorbed by the species F- and F2. However the latter two absorptions are in 
the range of interest about two orders of magnitude smaller than the out- 
coupling. The values of r/for optimum output versus P/'¥ are plotted in Figure 
12 with P as parameter. The efficiency describing the relation between radi- 
ation output and electrical input energy is smaller because the energy loss per 
argon ionization is estimated as about 26 eV, whereas the outcoming photon 
has an energy of 5 eV. Thus with a quantum efficiency of about 0.2 we 
predict an overallefficiency for the electron energy between 8 and 10 percent. 
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Figure 3. The ratio of maximum extracted photon density to the average xcitation rate 
versus the ratio of the exeitation rate to the outcoupling. The parameter is the excitation 
rate per atom 
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Figure 4. The argon densities for which the maximum output is obtained versus the ratio 
of the excitation rate to the coupling 
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Figure 5. The krypton densities for which the maximum output is obtained versus the 
ratio of the excitation rate to the outcoupling 
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Figure 6. The argon ion density divided by P for optimum output conditions as a 
function of P/)" 
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Figure 7. The molecula~ argon density divided by P for optimum output conditions 
versus el3' 
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Figure 8. The krypton ion density divided by P for optimum output conditions versus P/"/ 
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Figure 9. The molecular krypton density divided by P for optimum output conditions 
versus P/',[ 
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Figure 10. The density of F- for optimum output conditions versus P/'y. It is found that 
F- is practically constant and independent on P 
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Figure 11. The electron density divided by P for optimum output conditions versus P/3" 
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Figure 12. The efficiency ~ that corresponds with the maximum output power versus P/'7 
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4. Discussion of the model 
The predictions described in the previous section are in good agreement with 
our experiments, which are reported in rel. [10, 11, 16]. It is observed that 
the maximum output energy is not very sensitive to the Kr density. The 
observed maximum density is about 3 × 1018 cm -a and in substantial agree- 
ment with the model. It should be noted that Kr has a broad maximum. 
Similarly we observed that at maximum operation conditions the argon 
density is around 9 × 1019 cm -3 (3.6atm). This is in good agreement with 
our model. Further increase of the excitation current density does not require 
higher argon densities as expected. Also the outcoupled photon density and 
overall efficiency between 8 and 10 percent are in excellent agreement with 
out observations. 
For the optimum performance conditions with respect to output we 
found from the model that most excimer energy of KrF* is lost by quenching. 
The losses by radiation absorption are minor. For low values of P/7, say 
smaller than 2 x l0 s cm/sec, the system is inefficient due to quenching by Ar 
and Kr. At higher values the system has a broad maximum for P/3'. This was 
also observed experimentally by increasing the reflectivity of the outcoupling 
mirror from 8 to 16 percent for a system with high excitation density. The 
decrease of W/P at the right of the maxima in Figure 3 is due to increasing 
photon absorption by Ar~ and Kr~. 
It is seen that the maximum values of W/P are primarily dependent on t'/7. 
The relatively small decrease of the values of W/P with increasing value of 
the excitation parameter P is due to electron quenching. 
In order to compare the calculated W/P values with those obtained exper- 
imentally for a 50 nsec pulse at about 3.75 atm total gas pressure we multiply 
W/P by the corresponding 1'/7 value. We then find for our curves that W/P at 
maximum Ar gas pressure is about 102s , which corresponds to 8.106 Watt per 
cm 2 . Using the experimental outcoupling factor of about 3 • 10 -2 , a volume 
of 600 cm 3 and a pulse duration of 50 nsec, we calculate 7.5 Joule output 
energy. The experimental output energy is 10.2 Joule. 
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